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Technical Aspects of the
United States Tax System
This appendix describes a procedure to take Az, the present value of
depreciation allowances on a dollar of investment, and average it over
different assets. Capital stocks by themselves do not provide correct
weights, because short-lived assets require relatively more reinvestment
that also qualifies for depreciation deductions. In particular, a dollar of
asset type j can be maintained in real terms by reinvesting, at time u, a
nominal amount equal to S^e
7™, where 8; is the yth asset's economic
depreciation rate and IT is the inflation rate. Each dollar of that reinvest-
ment receives Azj of depreciation allowances in present value terms at
time u. Discounting those nominal amounts by p, the nominal discount
rate, provides




as the present value of depreciation on a maintained real dollar of capital.
Note that [1 + 8y/(p — IT)] is the present value of expenditures necessary
to keep a real dollar of capital stock. These present values can be
averaged over the twenty equipment types or fourteen structure types,
weighting by capital stock in each type, Kj, to get the present value of
depreciation for an aggregate asset in each industry:
(D.2) PV{AZ) = 2 Kj PV(AV)/ 2 Kn ;=1 '
7 j=\
where N is twenty for equipment and fourteen for structures (industry
subscripts are suppressed for simplicity, but K is actually a thirty-four-by-
three matrix). We can now ask the following question: Suppose a main-
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tained real dollar of a single aggregate asset (either equipment or struc-
tures) had an aggregate economic depreciation rate 8 and was allowed
exponential tax depreciation at rate a. What rate a would provide the
same present value of allowances as (D.2) above?
The present value of depreciation for a current dollar of investment in
this aggregate asset is




o a + p
The present value of depreciation for a maintained real dollar of this
aggregate asset is




Setting (D.4) equal to (D.2) implies that
(D.5) A
7=1
The right-hand side of (D.5) is used to calculate Az from the disaggre-
gate AzJ described in the text. Since 8, derived in section 6.2.4, is just the
capital-weighted average of 8;, the denominator of equation (D.5) can be
written as X/£,[l + 8,7(p — IT)]. Thus the desired aggregate present value
Az is just a weighted average of the Azj, but the weights are Kj [1 + 8,7 (p
— IT)] rather than Kj. These weights can be interpreted as capital plus the
present value of economic depreciation. Assets that depreciate faster
than the average are given more weight because they will require more
than the average amount of reinvestment receiving Azj in future years.
Or, if depreciation rates 8,were the same for all assets, then Az would be a
simple capital-weighted average of the Azj.
Now consider the averaging of g7, the rate of grant for the/th asset. For
the same permanent one-dollar increase in the stock of this asset, nomi-
nal replacement investment at time u is 8ye
7T". These nominal amounts
receive credits at rate gy and can be discounted by the nominal rate p to
obtain PV(gj), the present value of credits for the original investment as
well as for the subsequent reinvestment:
(D6
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These present values can be weighted by Kj, the stock of capital in the/th
asset, to obtain,
(D.7) PV(g)= 1 KjPVigjVX Kr
7=1 y=l
where N is twenty for equipment and fourteen for structures. If an
aggregate asset of all equipment or of all structures were to depreciate at




Set (D.7) equal to (D.8) and solve for g as:
(D.9)
Since 8 is the capital-weighted average of 8,, equation (D.9) just weights
gj by Kj[l + 8y/(p — TT)], the capital stock plus present value of actual
depreciation.